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ABSTRACT  

This paper extends the basic tenets of routine activity theory by explicating three unique 

mechanisms that influence crime prevention actions: relationality, relativity, and 

responsibility.  We assess how macro variations in crime opportunities influence the social 

processes associated with readiness for three crime control actions: offender handling, target 

guarding, and place managing.  We explore the utility of these theoretical advancements 

using multilevel survey data from the Australian Community Capacity Study (ACCS) that 

includes 4390 residents across 148 suburbs in the Greater City of Brisbane.  Incorporating 

individual measures of perceptions of routine activity dynamics and community-level 

measures of social structure, we use multilevel mixed-effects ordinal logistic regression to 

explain variations in the three different crime control actions.  We find moderate support that 

some social processes are more strongly paired with some types of crime control actions than 

others: relationality most strongly predicts offender handling, relativity is most significantly 

associated with target guarding, and responsibility is most influential for place managing.  

We argue that the routine activities of crime can be better understood by delineating the 

social processes of crime prevention, and that these should be modeled on a continuum and 

considered in context of community variations in social structures.   

 

Keywords:  Routine activity theory, crime prevention, crime control, opportunity theory, 

guardianship, place management  
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Routine activity theory (RAT) was originally proposed as a sociological explanation 

of trends in the availability of crime opportunities nearly 40 years ago (see Cohen and Felson 

1979).  From the outset, RAT offered a perspective focused on crime events (rather than 

criminal propensities), and evolved over time to provide pragmatic solutions to crime 

problems.  Currently, an extensive literature on RAT demonstrates how the three crime 

control actions of RAT – offender handling, target guarding, and place managing (Cohen and 

Felson 1979; Cornish and Clarke 2003; Eck, 1994, 2003; Eck and Weisburd 1995; Ekblom 

2005; Felson 1986; Felson 1995; Osgood et al. 1996; Reynald 2011a; Sousa and Kelling 

2006; Weisburd and Eck 2004; Wortley 2001) – can reduce crime events.  

Oftentimes, the three crime control actions of RAT are considered as either present or 

absent: offender handlers either handle or they don’t, target guardians either guard or they 

don’t, and place managers either manage or they don’t.  Felson (1995) describes four levels 

of accountability (personal, assigned, diffuse job, and general) for handlers, guardians, and 

managers, yet RAT has not properly addressed how social processes might influence the 

degree to which these three crime control actions vary for different types of crime 

opportunities.   

In this paper we argue that three distinct social processes differentiate and distinguish 

both the form and degree of the three crime control actions.  First, we suggest that handlers 

vary in their relationality with potentially motivated offenders which influences their ability to 

discourage the pursuit of crime opportunities.  Second, we propose that guardians vary in their 

relativity to suitable targets or victims which shapes their capacity to enhance the risks that 

accompany existing crime opportunities.  Third, we argue that managers vary in their 

responsibility for places which influences their willingness to reduce the availability of crime 

opportunities.   

We use multilevel survey data from the Australian Community Capacity Study 

(ACCS) to explore distinctions between these three unique mechanisms – what we call the 
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“3Rs” – and their influence on the three crime control actions.  This paper begins with an 

overview of how RAT has progressed over time as an opportunity-focused explanation for 

crime.  In particular, we demonstrate how routine activity theory transitioned from a 

sociological account of different opportunity structures to event-based models that explain 

how variations in different ingredients of crime create different crime opportunities.  Next, 

we highlight the differences between crime control actions, drawing attention to the specific 

linkage between the intervener and the crime opportunity.  Third, we propose that three 

different processes – relativity, relationality, and responsibility – influence the different crime 

control actions of handling, guarding, and managing.  We reason that these mechanisms of 

crime control are conditioned by characteristics of the individual actor and the community 

context in which he or she is embedded. We suggest that a person’s experiences and 

surroundings create routine activity dynamics that then prompt or hinder crime control action.  

We test these theoretical speculations using the ACCS data and show that the 3R processes 

work in somewhat different ways to help control different crime problems, concluding with a 

call for refinements to RAT.   

 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK   

THE EVOLUTION OF ROUTINE ACTIVITY THEORY  

 The introduction of routine activity theory in 1979 prompted a marked shift in the core 

components of criminological theory.  Until this time, dominant theories of crime offered 

explanations for criminal propensity, assuming that the crime event itself was the natural 

manifestation of an offender’s criminogenic makeup (Lilly, Cullen, and Ball 2007).  The 

transition away from theories of offender motivation birthed new scholarship that explored 

the causes and consequences of crime opportunities, showing that criminals cannot commit 

crime absent the chance to do so (Clarke 2008; Felson and Clarke 2008). Opportunity theories 
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provided a pragmatic solution to crime prevention, concluding that a reduction in offending 

can be created by reducing one or more elements of the crime event (Felson and Clarke 1998).  

Opportunity theorists are consistent in their use of this logic, yet varied in their points of 

theoretical emphasis.  For example, routine activity theory started as a sociological explanation 

of trends in the availability of crime opportunities (Cohen and Felson 1979), then shifted to 

explain opportunity variations in victimization (Garofalo, Siegel, and Laub 1987; Lynch 1987; 

Mustaine and Tewksbury 1999), and has since developed into policing and behavioral 

frameworks that draw attention to the exploitation and control of those opportunities (Cornish 

and Clarke 2003; Eck and Clark, 2003; Ekblom 2005; Felson 1995; Groff 2007; Reynald 

2011a; Sherman, Gartin, and Buerger 1989; Wortley 2001).  As opportunity theories advanced, 

we see variations in the level of analysis (from macro to micro), the ingredients of the crime 

event (from general guardianship to specific agents and roles), and the attracted audience (from 

sociologists to psychologists and from city planners to police officers; Clarke, 2012).  We 

suggest that in this progression of RAT, the link between individual behaviors being 

conditioned by larger social processes – as initially stipulated by RAT – has been somewhat 

lost. The original manifestation of RAT (see Cohen and Felson, 1979) showed that structural 

dynamics impact target attractiveness or guardian availability. These structural dynamics are 

now often neglected in contemporary RAT studies, which focus instead on if the victim or 

guardian is present rather than how the convergence of opportunities are manifested.  

Contemporary use of routine activity theory, therefore, has moved away from complex 

interactions and toward dichotomies about the presence or absence of elements of crime event.  

These differences in the waves of RAT scholarship as we see them are depicted graphically in 

Figure 1; each of these formulations is detailed below.  

 
First-Wave Routine Activity Theory  
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 As seen in Figure 1a, the components that are commonly referenced from Cohen and 

Felson’s (1979) original stipulation of routine activity theory are a motivated offender and 

suitable target coming together in space and time in the absence of a capable guardian; these 

are the ingredients that are minimally necessary for a crime to occur.  From this beginning, 

routine activity theory is often used as a binary framework, such as the occurrence or 

prevention of a crime due to the presence or absence of a guardian.  Less popularly cited from 

the initial study is the macro-sociological approach assumed by the authors.  In its original 

form, routine activity theory links crime rates to changes in social structural conditions (such 

as trends in individual patterns of activity due to sociodemographic changes in labor force 

participation).  Cohen and Felson’s analyses employed longitudinal aggregate data to 

demonstrate how “the structure of the community may affect the tempo” of the activities 

contained therein (1979:605).  Their concern with macro-level circumstances is oft neglected, 

despite the causal influences these structures have in producing the routine behaviors that 

consequentially create or block opportunities for offending and guardianship.  We suggest that 

this inattention to the larger context of crime opportunities has shifted routine activity theory 

toward explanations of individual crime events, drawing focus away from the social milieus 

that facilitate the divergence or convergence of the elements of crime.   

 
Second-Wave Routine Activity Theory  

The subsequent wave of routine activity theory studies (depicted in Figure 1b) 

adopted an outcome orientation focused on individual crime events.  Observed primarily in 

situational crime prevention research, the crime triangle outlines the organization of elements 

present and/or absent during a crime event (or a missed crime event, as the case may be).  

Whether through defensible space (Newman 1972), crime prevention through environmental 

design (Jeffery 1971), or problem-oriented policing (Clarke and Eck 2005; Goldstein 1979, 

1990), police and crime prevention practitioners focused on creating or manipulating settings 
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so that the efforts and risks of crime were enhanced and the rewards of crime could be 

reduced as perceived by prospective offenders (Cornish and Clarke 1986).   

In the original articulation of RAT, researchers demonstrated how crime opportunities 

could be exploited when three conditions merge; yet the second wave of RAT studies tended 

to reverse this emphasis and focus on how avoidance of a crime event comes from adding 

controllers who can influence these conditions.  These controllers include handlers for 

offenders, guardians for targets or victims, and managers for places (Eck 1994; Felson 1986, 

1995).  While scholars focused on the application of crime discouragement techniques 

(Clarke 1992; Felson 1995), an implied theoretical importance to Eck’s (1994) crime triangle 

triplet pairings emerged: That the presence (or absence) of different types of crime control, in 

whatever form, can disrupt the development, maintenance, or pursuit of crime opportunities.  

The crime triangle is now widely adopted as a heuristic that conveys (1) that the removal of 

one of the sides of the inner triangle will prevent a crime, and (2) that the addition of one of 

the sides of the outer triangle will prevent a crime; conversely stated, (3) the convergence of 

all three sides of the inner triangle will lead to a crime event, but (4) the absence of one of the 

sides of the outer triangle can likewise allow a crime to occur.  Conceptualized in this way, 

we suggest that the crime triangle encourages dichotomized thinking: A triangle side is 

present or absent, and thusly, a crime occurs or is prevented.  This transition toward a focus 

on crime events minimized concern about the context or catalysts of crime control and 

emphasizes the specific crime prevention approaches that ask “if” (rather than “how”) 

offenses were deterred.   

Beyond this general trend, a handful of studies exist that go beyond these binary 

contingencies.  Nick Tilley and his United Kingdom-based colleagues, for example, draw 

attention to “the mechanisms through which preventive outcomes are achieved, the means of 

their activation and the contexts needed for these preventive processes to operate” (2009:4).  

These scholars suggest that crime is not merely a consequence of coincident changes to 
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offenders, targets, and guardians; rather, they suggest that changes in crime opportunities are 

the result of specific and strong preventative measures being purposively implemented 

(Farrell, Phillips, and Pease 1995; Farrell and Pease 2007).  Overall, we suggest that these 

situational crime prevention studies succeed in resolving “why” a crime event occurs or is 

avoided (Ekblom 1994; Farrell et al. 1995; Tseloni et al. 2004), yet fall short of detailing the 

social context and granularity of crime prevention actions.   

These adaptations of RAT are lacking in several ways.  First, scholars may identify 

that a crime hotspot is ripe for offending because place managers are absent; however, while 

this informs us why crimes occur there, we still lack information about how the situation 

developed (i.e., why there are no controllers present, why they fail to act, or why their actions 

are not effective).   Here we see that the triggering factors are recognized, yet the processes or 

development of those same triggers are not well understood (Pawson and Tilley 1997). 

Second, research in the second wave of RAT emphasized the symptoms rather than the 

causes of crime, and thus focused on reducing crime opportunities by blocking the 

mechanism that catalyzed the event (Laycock and Tilley 1995; Tilley 1993).  By neglecting 

the cause of crime as a consequence of focusing on the symptoms of crime, many of the 

catalyzing conditions of crime are overlooked; resultantly, many opportunities to ameliorate 

crime problems are bypassed.     

 
Third-Wave Routine Activity Theory  

 Given the importance of crime controllers, the most recent progression of routine 

activity theory (portrayed in Figure 1c) explores the characteristics of guardianship that 

influence crime (Hollis-Peel, Reynald, and Welsh 2012; Reynald 2009, 2010, 2011a, 2011b).  

This body of research sought to uncover the steps involved that lead to the prevention of 

crime via capable guardianship.  Moving away from the coupling of offenders, targets, and 

places with their respective controllers, this recent RAT research restored the concept of 
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guardianship as “the physical or symbolic presence of an individual (or group of individuals) 

that acts (either intentionally or passively) to deter a potential criminal event” (Hollis-Peel et 

al. 2011:54).  Rather than isolating guardians to their association with potential targets and 

victims, this group of scholars envisions guardians as anybody and everybody on the scene of 

a possible crime who is available, monitors the situation, and intervenes when necessary 

(Reynald, 2011a).  This body of scholarship highlights the importance of inadvertent and 

occasional intervention whereby crimes are deterred often without the cognizance or will of 

the guardian.  Thus, as with earlier iterations of RAT, the mere presence (or suggested 

attendance) of a person may be sufficient to disrupt the lead-up to crime.  This group of 

scholars envisages the unfolding of guardianship: the prospective crime controller must first 

be present, must then be looking out for crime, and then must take action.  Although this 

tripartite conceptualization of guardianship is more processual in nature than the “yes/no” 

sides of the crime triangle, we are still left with isolated binary steps (e.g., Is a guardian 

present? If yes: Did the guardian monitor? If no: Crime occurs).  Again, then, these studies 

frequently neglect the processes that facilitate that crime control, whether it be the lead-up to 

availability, monitoring, or intervention.  

 
A Proposed Fourth-Wave Routine Activity Theory  

 Building on past RAT scholarship, we propose that the social processes that facilitate 

crime controller behaviors are underdeveloped in the crime opportunity literature.  

Accordingly, we extend the extant theoretical understanding of RAT (illustrated in Figure 1d) 

that both recognizes the three waves of RAT development, and, at the same time, makes 

explicit the catalysts and granularity of the processes that influence variability in these crime 

control behaviors.  We speculate that there are different forms and gradations of social 

processes that ready individuals for specific types of action, which we explore in this paper.  

Conversely, we propose that these different processes not only activate some crime control 
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actions, but can also hinder other crime control actors from intervening.  As such our study 

seeks to uncover the underlying processes that encourage (or inhibit) degrees of handling, 

guarding, and managing.  We outline these theoretical speculations – different types of crime 

control action and the dynamic processes by which they unfold – in the two sections that 

follow.   

 
VARIATION IN CRIME CONTROLLER ACTION  

 In this paper we argue that there are different forms of action a crime controller could 

take to prevent a crime event from developing or being exploited.  Not an entirely new 

concept, two branches of criminological research already identify the associations between 

crime control mechanisms and varying outcomes.  First, a number of studies examine the 

routes of action that people and agencies take toward controlling crime. We know that there 

is variation between formal and informal social control (Bursik and Grasmick 1993; Lambert 

et al. 2011; Sampson 1986), between direct and indirect paths to crime discouragement 

(Bernburg and Krohn 2003; Rankin and Wells 1990; Wells and Rankin 1988), between 

willful and accidental crime prevention (Felson 1995; Hollis-Peel et al. 2011), and between 

private and public interventions (Bursik 1999, 2000; Warner 2007; Wilkinson 2007).   

The second branch of criminological research linking crime control motivations and 

crime control outcomes revolves around the myriad of techniques of situational crime 

prevention, categorized according to different intended goals.  There are, for example, 

differences between actions that increase the effort (Lasley 1998), increase the risks (Hunter 

and Jeffery 1997; Painter and Tilley 1999), reduce the rewards (Clarke and Mayhew 1998; 

Sloan-Howitt and Kelling 1992), reduce provocations (La Vigne 1994), and remove excuses 

(Shearing and Stenning 1992) for crime (all of which are even further subdivided; Clarke 

1997; Clarke and Eck 2005; Wortley 2001).  Taken together, these techniques help to 

“estimate in a preliminary way what their impact is likely to be overall, and in relation to 
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particular types of crime problems” (Cornish and Clarke 2003:89).  Indeed, crime disruption 

initiatives acknowledge that there are different kinds of crime problems, and that solutions 

must be tailored to prevent the merging of the identified crime-causing conditions.   

In the problem-oriented policing literature and its offshoots, each crime controller 

(handlers, guardians, and managers) is paired with an element of the crime event (offenders, 

targets/victims, and places, respectively; Clarke and Eck 2005; Eck 1994; Felson 1995, 2008; 

see also Sampson, Eck, and Dunham 2010).  Yet while these dyads link together the crime 

controller and the element of the crime event, criminologists have not proposed a theory of 

how each of these pairings differ in reducing crime. The processes that activate the crime 

control actions are not well understood either as a dichotomous condition (present or absent) 

or, as we will argue, on a continuum.  

Here we hypothesize that the key difference between different types of crime control 

is how each impacts crime opportunities. We propose three ways that crime controller and 

crime event element pairings impact crime opportunities; these processes are presented as a 

typology in Figure 2.  The right-most column of the figure shows how the three types of 

crime controllers each work through one particular element of a crime event to variably alter 

emerging or existing chances for offenders to unite with targets.  While some forms of action 

may have multiple outcomes (for example, one behavior might guard a target and also 

manage a place, hence the desire to lump crime control actions together as “guardianship”), 

we argue that the underlying process of crime disruption is different.  First, handlers take 

some degree of action with offenders in order to minimize the pursuit of crime opportunities.  

Handling does not involve manipulating the real environment, but rather relies on social 

arrangements (existing or manufactured) that make the offender less likely to take advantage 

of chances to commit crime that are already available.  Second, guardians take some degree 

of action with suitable targets and victims in order to enhance the risks that accompany 

existing crime opportunities.  Guarding does not get rid of a crime opportunity altogether, but 
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simply makes it less attractive for a motivated offender.  Third, managers take some degree 

of action with places (physical or virtual) in order to reduce the availability of crime 

opportunities.  Managing involves making the environment less conducive to crime, working 

to eliminate chances to offend.   

Often, criminologists and crime prevention practitioners use target guarding and place 

managing terms interchangeably, or are unclear on the precise role of each (see Hollis-Peel et 

al. 2011; Wilcox, Madensen, and Tillyer 2007).  One reason for this is that a single crime 

control action (such as a resident locking their front door) is traditionally seen as both 

guardianship and management.  This confusion may be caused by an inclination to see spaces 

as being in the physical realm only (e.g., a car, a city block, a store), which is exacerbated by 

the idea of ownership or obligation of care (e.g., the degree to which a supervisor really 

organizes the activities that occur in that place).  Yet there are more abstract 

conceptualizations of place that must be considered, as a non-physical space for which no 

person is directly responsible can promote or prevent crime.  Seen in this light, the difference 

between target guarding and place managing refers back to what the goal of the crime control 

action is; is the actor trying to make a crime opportunity unattractive or make the crime 

opportunity unavailable?  We argue that actions that alter crime opportunities that are already 

present in the environment constitute target guardianship, while actions that reduce the 

existence of crime opportunities constitute place management.   

As such, our typology depicted in Figure 2 outlines three distinct crime control 

outcomes: (1) Offender handlers prevent a person from pursuing a chance to commit crime, 

(2) Target guardians block people from committing crime when the chance is there, and (3) 

Place managers restructure the environment (physical and virtual) so that there are fewer 

chances for offenders to commit crime.  We argue that any individual can be any of these 

crime controllers at any given time in any given place (and indeed, most people are handlers, 

guardians, and managers at different times and at different places, all in one day); the 
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embodiment of these roles is fluid, and thus draws back to the causal link between the crime 

control actor and the impact on the crime opportunity for that element of the crime event.  

This typology hypothesizes that there are differences between crime controllers and the 

impact on crime opportunities. This then also leads us to assert that there are differences 

within these linkages.  

 
PROCESSES OF CRIME CONTROL  

 Collective processes of crime control are well understood in the contemporary 

generation of communities and crime literature.  These studies explore individuals’ 

willingness (and a neighborhood’s capacity) to intervene in different types of communities 

and problems and across a range of outcomes (Browning, Feinberg, and Dietz 2004; 

Morenoff et al. 2001; Reynald 2010, 2011b; Sampson 2008; Sampson, Morenoff, and Earls 

1999; Sampson, Raundenbush, and Earls 1997; Warne, 2007; Wilkinson 2007).  These 

studies, however, often rely on a dichotomized outcome: Did the person intervene?  Was the 

crime prevented?  Yes or no.  Yet we argue that important dynamic processes influence 

whether or why a potential crime controller disrupts the meeting of the necessary ingredients 

for crime (as well as when and how that action occurs).  Referring back to Figure 1d and 

Figure 2, we propose that a set of three “routine activity dynamics” – labeled in this paper as 

the “3Rs” – help to shape the action a crime controller does or does not take toward the 

respective element of the crime event.  We ask: What influences the degree (if any) that the 

prospective handler actually handles, the potential guardian actually guards, and the possible 

manager actually manages?   

 First, handlers vary in their relationality with motivated offenders to minimize the 

pursuit of existing crime opportunities.  Relationality refers to a dynamic state of social 

integration that shapes how people relate to one another.  Criminology has long recognized 

the role of interpersonal relationships in preventing or encouraging crime.  From the 
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perspective of the offender, social bond theory (Hirschi 1969), differential association theory 

(Sutherland 1947; see also Akers 1998), and social support theory (Cullen 1994) all 

acknowledge the impact of social relationships.  More recently, criminologists have 

examined the community-level crime prevention effects of social ties (Ross and Jang 2000; 

Sampson, Morenoff, and Gannon-Rowley 2002; Taylor et al. 1984; Warner 2003), 

uncovering that a neighborhood’s level of collective efficacy (Morenoff et al. 2001; Sampson 

et al. 1997) is influenced by the arrangement of resident networks (Bellair 1997; Browning 

2009; Browning et al. 2004; Mazerolle, Wickes, and McBroom 2010; Pattillo 1998; Warner 

2007; Warner and Wilcox Rountree 1997; Wickes et al. 2013; Wilkinson 2007).  Community 

relationships facilitate shared expectations for behavior and crime control, thereby enhancing 

the capacity for intervention when necessary.  Offender handling often takes places through a 

“web of informal crime control” (Felson 1986:122), which highlights the importance of 

relationality in limiting prospective offenders’ pursuit of available chances to commit crime.  

 Second, guardians vary in their relativity to suitable targets/victims to enhance the 

risks that accompany existing crime opportunities.  Relativity refers to the level of 

connectivity of a person in his or her daily situations.  The more closely or intimately an 

individual is situated relative to the pulse of neighborhood life the more likely a person will 

observe deviant behavior (Cohen and Felson 1979; Tseloni et al. 2004; Xie and McDowall 

2008).  Neighborhood attachment fosters attitudes that catalyze a concern for community 

wellbeing, which can have both direct and indirect effects on crime prevention (Brown, 

Perkins, and Brown 2004).  This feeling of relative connectedness enhances social cohesion, 

which can provide the impetus to intervene (Goudriaan, Wittebrood, and Nieuwbeerta 2006; 

Hirschfield and Bowers 1997; Morenoff et al. 2001; Sampson and Groves 1989).  We argue 

that a person’s connection to his or her community will impact the perception of crime 

opportunities and problems (existing and developing), knowledge about available remedies, 
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and assessments of benefits and risks of intervening. In turn, a person’s connectivity to his or 

her home community is predicted to impact guardianship behaviors.   

 Third, managers vary in their responsibility for places to reduce the availability of 

crime opportunities.  Responsibility refers to a sense of duty to contribute to the welfare of 

some space.  Community participation and civic engagement create direct and indirect crime 

prevention effects, producing behaviors that address incivilities and enhance a 

neighborhood’s wellbeing (Brown et al. 2004; Kelling and Wilson 1982; Perkins et al. 1990).  

In order for crime opportunities in the community to be effectively limited, residents must 

care to address them; care suggests community accountability, among individual residents 

and collectively.  A person’s sense of responsibility, then, is expected to influence 

community conditions and stymie the development of crime opportunities.  

 We refer to these “3Rs” as routine activity dynamics.  These 3Rs (relationality, 

relativity, and responsibility) are embedded in both the macro and micro processes that 

facilitate crime control action (Felson 2008).  Accordingly, our extended explication of RAT 

also pays attention to the macro-social context that was foundational to RAT from the 

beginning (Cohen and Felson 1979).  We reason that social contexts orchestrate the 

association between actors (offenders, victims, and crime controllers) and their behaviors 

(Weisburd 2012).  We argue, therefore, that the nature of an actor’s relationality with others, 

their relativity with their surroundings, and their responsibility for their space are also 

influenced by the social structures of their immediate community.  This is certainly not to say 

that an individual only takes crime control action in their own neighborhood; rather, we 

suggest that the characteristics of a person’s residential area have consequences for the 3Rs 

that catalyze handling, guarding, and managing.  Although we suggest that relationality, 

relativity, and responsibility are dynamic, we adopt the original notions of RAT that these 

social processes become routine due to the structural conditions of neighborhoods, and may 

be more or less effective as crime control causes within certain community contexts.   
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Thus, overall, we approach RAT in this paper as a multilevel and multidimensional 

process: People engage with their environments based on their experiences and expectations, 

both of which are conditioned by the larger social setting.  Because individual crime 

controllers are embedded in communities, the reciprocating associations between the actor 

and their neighborhood will dynamically impact crime prevention (Reynald 2011b; Sampson 

et al. 1997; van Wilsem, Wittebrood, and de Graaf 2006; Wilcox and Land 1996; Wilcox et 

al. 2007).  As an illustrative example, we can imagine an individual failing to intervene in an 

ongoing offense because he or she lives in a high-crime neighborhood and fears personal 

victimization or has come to view the crime as normative; in this instance, the community 

conditions have prompted the individual’s inaction, but that inaction has symbiotically 

contributed to those same community conditions (i.e., more crime).  Thus, returning to the 

initial understanding of RAT, we speculate that the structure of a community helps shape the 

dynamic social processes that influence how crime opportunities are responded to (that is, the 

degree to which residents engage in varying forms of crime control action).  As a 

consequence, we test the hypothesis that the 3Rs variably impact different forms of crime 

control action whilst also acknowledging the role of individual and community characteristics 

in shaping these interrelationships.   

 
METHOD 

 In this paper, we use multilevel survey data from the Australian Community Capacity 

Study (ACCS) to better understand variations in the control of crime opportunities.  We 

categorize crime control actions and specify the social processes that influence the 

development of each.  We have hypothesized that (1) relationality impacts handling to reduce 

offenders’ pursuit of crime opportunities, (2) relativity impacts guarding to make existing 

targets and victims less attractive, and (3) responsibility impacts managing to reduce the 

crime opportunities that are available.  Although the routine activity dynamics that we 
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identify may be relevant for any type of crime control action, we propose that these processes 

differentially accommodate the unfolding pathways toward different forms of crime control.  

The relevance of individual factors and community characteristics in influencing these 

processes and predicting action are also recognized, therefore these contextual considerations 

are included in our statistical models.  

 
AUSTRALIAN COMMUNITY CAPACITY STUDY AND SAMPLE 

 Our paper draws on data collected through the Australian Community Capacity Study 

(ACCS), a longitudinal community survey of the processes associated with crime and 

disorder.  In this paper, we use data from the third wave of the ACCS, gathered through 

computer-aided telephone interviews with Brisbane residents in 2010 (Mazerolle et al. 2012).  

Over 4,000 survey participants answered questions about informal social control, community 

attachment and engagement, perceptions of police and government, and community 

problems.  This is supplemented by census data from the Australian Bureau of Statistics and 

crime data from the Queensland Police Service.  More detail about the methodology of the 

ACCS can be found in the technical report for the project (Mazerolle et al. 2012).   

 The ACCS is a hierarchically nested survey, using a three-stage sampling design (see 

Mazerolle et al. 2012).  First, the 148 suburbs sampled in this third wave correspond with 

neighborhoods selected for previous waves of the survey, which were purposefully chosen 

according to land use characteristics and adjacent suburb qualities.  Second, the study used a 

purposive sampling strategy that incorporates a quota scheme to determine the number of 

residents to be surveyed from within each suburb; this was accomplished using power 

analysis software for multilevel samples (Raudenbush et al. 2011). Third, participants were 

carefully drawn from the suburbs selected for the ACCS survey.  For the Brisbane sample, 

51% of respondents were sampled from previous waves of the ACCS project, while the 

remaining 49% were selected using random-digit dialing.  The consent and survey 
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completion rate for the Brisbane sample was 68.5%.  The final sample of the third wave of 

the ACCS includes 4,390 individual respondents from 148 neighborhoods, with the number 

of survey participants from within each suburb ranging from 12 to 67 (M = 30, SD = 9.05).  

VARIABLES  

 The current study tests the hypothesis that different social processes are responsible 

for different forms of crime controller actions.  Moreover, we predict that these intervention 

behaviors will be conditioned by individual and community characteristics.  The following 

subsections describe the variables from the ACCS survey used to examine these relationships.   

 

Dependent Variables: Crime Controller Actions  

 The outcomes of interest are the actions that individuals may take to control crime 

opportunities in their neighborhood.  As discussed in the review of literature, we propose that 

there are different forms of behaviors corresponding with the actor and their association to 

the crime opportunity and element of the crime event (refer to Figure 2): offender handling 

occurs when the individual minimizes someone’s pursuit of existing crime opportunities, 

target guarding occurs when the individual enhances the risks that accompany existing crime 

opportunities, and place managing occurs when the individual reduces the availability of 

crime opportunities.  The ACCS survey asks respondents about their neighbors’ likelihood of 

intervening in a list of prospective crime problems (on a scale from 1 = very unlikely through 

5 = very likely).  These questions reflect one component of collective efficacy (Sampson et 

al. 1997), and were intentionally designed as ecometric measures.  Prompting respondents to 

reflect about how members of their community would be likely to act has distinct benefits for 

the test of our hypotheses in this paper.  We suggest that study participants are likely 

projecting their own understandings of accountability and action orientations onto others in 

their community.  As a consequence, a community’s likelihood of intervening can be 

understood as a collective representation of individual reflections about crime control actions.  
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Within the ACCS, survey respondents were prompted to estimate the likelihood of 

intervention among residents in their community for a variety of issues.  We selected crime 

problems that operationalized our proposed theory of handling, guarding, and managing (with 

each scale ranging from 1 to 5), and ensured that these items were not strongly statistically 

associated (α = .451; rs
OH*TG = .243; rs

OH*PM = .222; rs
TG*PM = .231).  Offender handling is 

composed of the estimated community likelihood of intervening “if a group of children were 

skipping school and hanging around on a street corner” (M = 3.28, SD = 1.33); this selected 

variable reflects how handlers influence prospective offenders’ access to or pursuit of 

possible chances to commit crime.  Target guarding represents the community’s likelihood of 

intervening “if somebody was getting mugged” (M = 4.00, SD = .95); this item mirrors the 

concept that guardians adjust risks for offenders that engage with crime opportunities.  Place 

managing corresponds with the projected community likelihood of intervening “if a new 

legal brothel was being planned in your community” (M = 4.09, SD = 1.09); this measure 

indicates how managers disrupt the development of crime opportunities.  Each of these crime 

problems was thoughtfully selected for each crime control behavior, chosen based on our 

hypothesized typology of how the actor engages with the crime opportunity (see Figure 2): by 

controlling access to (i.e., offender handling), by adjusting risks of (i.e., target guarding), or 

by reducing the existence of (i.e., place managing) opportunities for offending.  Importantly, 

we utilize variables with an ordinal level of measurement.  Rather than asking respondents 

about crime control action in a binary way, here we are tapping into the graded likelihood of 

intervention that is integral to our thesis: That crime control is dynamic, not dichotomous.  

 
Routine Activity Dynamics  

 The central goal of the present paper is to examine the gradient contributions of 

varying social processes – the 3Rs – that are associated with different crime control 

behaviors.  We theorize that three processes influence crime control action: offender handling 
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varies according to relationality, target guarding according to relativity, and place managing 

to responsibility.  Although all three process measures may be predictive of all three kinds of 

crime control, we speculate that certain social processes are more important for each kind of 

crime controller behavior.  Each social process is a summation of multiple related items, and 

the three additive scales were statistically distinct from one another (α = .535).    

 First, relationality is defined as a dynamic state of social integration and kinship.  We 

operationalized relationality by combining items related to intergenerational closure and 

community associations, choosing four items that together provide a measure of the extent of 

how the survey respondent relates to other community members.  These items measure 

agreement (from 1 = strongly disagree through 5 = strongly agree) with the statements, 

“adults in this community know who the local children are,” “there are adults in this 

community that children can look up to,”  “parents in this community generally know each 

other,” and “you can count on adults in this community to watch out that children are safe 

and don’t get into trouble.”  These survey items were added together to collectively represent 

how survey respondents feel members of their community relate to one another (α = .799, 

range = 4-20, M = 14.52, SD = 2.91).  We suggest that this summed variable reflects the 

degree to which the survey respondent feels integrated with others in the neighborhood, 

speculating that when community members know one another and feel united in some way, 

intervention in crime becomes more likely.  

 Next, relativity was operationalized by combining survey items that measured the 

frequency of various neighboring activities.  Relativity is defined as the fluid quality of how 

an individual is situated in their neighborhood; we use the occurrence of neighborly 

behaviors to capture the depth of community connectedness.  Three questions measure the 

incidence (from 1 = never through 4 = often) of these behaviors, including “how often people 

in the community do favors for each other,” “visit in each other’s homes or on the street,” and 

“ask each other advice about personal things such as child rearing or job openings.”  The 
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summed scores for these items measure our concept of relativity, intended to reflect the 

degree to which the survey respondent feels connected to their community (α = .763, range = 

3-12, M = 8.47, SD = 1.85).  We propose that our measurement of relativity taps into the level 

at which the community resident feels embedded in the activities that occur in their 

neighborhood, hypothesizing that when individuals feel linked into the pulse of their 

community, they are more likely to observe and act in local crime problems.  

 Finally, responsibility is defined as the sense of duty an individual feels to contribute 

to his or her community’s welfare.  We operationalized this social process by combining 

ACCS items that tap into participants’ motivational posturing regarding legitimacy of the law 

and a commitment to uphold it.  Four items were selected that assess the duty of care that 

people feel.  These survey questions measure the respondent’s agreement (from 1 = strongly 

disagree through 5 = strongly agree) with the assertions, “I obey the law with good will,” 

“Obeying the police is the right thing to do,” “I feel a strong commitment to help the police,” 

and “I feel a moral obligation to obey the law.”  The values of these four items were summed 

to correspond with the respondent’s feelings of personal obligation toward crime problems 

and community wellbeing (α = .774 range = 4-20, M = 16.68, SD = 1.85).  We built this 

variable to estimate the extent to which the individual may feel responsible for contributing to 

the wellbeing of their community, speculating that when a personal obligation toward 

lawfulness is felt, the community resident will be compelled to intervene in developing crime 

problems.   

 
Individual Characteristics  

 A number of survey respondent characteristics were hypothesized to be related to the 

three crime control behaviors described above.  Age (M = 51.27, SD = 15.23) is significantly 

associated with offender handling (F = 18.348, p < .001), target guarding (F = 12.270, p < 

.001), and place managing (F = 12.820, p < .001).  Eight additional independent variables 
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were included at the individual level of analysis (justified through confirmatory hypothesis 

testing), each of which was already a binary measure or was collapsed into two categories for 

theoretical and analytic purposes (in each case, a value of “0” is the reference category).  

These variables include gender (1 = female, 59%), foreign-born (1 = born in Australia, 72%), 

marital status (1 = married, 67%), dependent children (1 = has minor children living in the 

home, 38%), education (1 = high school graduate or more, 55%), home ownership (1 = owns 

home, 87%), length of residence (1 = lived in same home five years or more, 77%), and past 

victimization (1 = has been a victim of crime within the past twelve months, 16%).   

 
Community Characteristics  

 Drawing on the communities and crime literature, we acknowledge that dynamic crime 

control processes – relationality on handling, relativity on guarding, and responsibility on 

managing – will be influenced by structural neighborhood conditions.  Accordingly, our study 

includes multilevel models in order to test whether community characteristics influence the 

relationship between individual characteristics and social processes and their impact on crime 

controller actions.  Two variables are measured at the community level across the 148 Brisbane 

suburbs.  First, the crime rate is measured as the logged average of the rate of total crime in a 

suburb from 2007 – 2009 as reported by the Queensland Police Service (M = 2.71, SD = .68).  

Second, the SEIFA (Socio-Economic Indexes for Areas) score represents the relative degree of 

disadvantage within a suburb, with higher scores corresponding with more affluent 

communities.  The index of disadvantage for a suburb is calculated with information from 16 

different variables (following a principal components analysis) measuring language, education, 

skills, employment, income, family structure, disability, and access to services.  SEIFA scores 

are tabulated using data gathered by the Australian Bureau of Statistics (see Pink 2006), and are 

standardized to produce a mean score of 1,000 with a standard deviation of 100; the suburbs 
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sampled for this study were just slightly more socio-economically advantaged than all 

Australian suburbs combined (range = 753-1154, M = 1034.51, SD = 81.86).  

 
RESULTS 

 In the first stage of the analyses, we performed six multivariate ordinal regressions (as 

each dependent variable in our models is the ordered projected likelihood of neighborhood 

intervention, from very unlikely to very likely).  The coefficients represent the increase or 

decrease in the ordered log odds of being in a higher-level category of the dependent variable.  

For the six regression analyses, the first two models use the outcome of offender handling, the 

second two have a dependent variable of target guarding, and the final two predict place 

managing.  In the first model of each of these dyads, individual characteristics are included; in 

the second model for each of the crime control outcomes, the measures of routine activity 

dynamics are included.  The full results for each of these six models can be located in Table 1.  

 Model 1 examines the influence of survey respondents’ individual characteristics on 

their estimation that community members would engage in offender handling behaviors 

(doing something to disrupt truancy and youthful loitering in the neighborhood).  Study 

participants who were older, female, married, had dependent children living at home, had a 

high school education or greater, are home owners, and had lived in their home for more than 

five years all indicated a greater belief that their neighbors would intervene as offender 

handlers (significant at p < .05).  Contrarily, having personally experienced victimization 

within the past year was strongly negatively associated with offender handling projections (b 

= -.424, p < .001).  By including the three social process measures in Model 2, some of these 

individual characteristics reduce in magnitude and significance, although the general theme 

remains.  In regard to the routine activity dynamics, both relationality (b = .210, p < .001) and 

relativity (b = .046, p < .01) were positively and significantly associated with the outcome of 

offender handling.  The process measure of responsibility was not significant.  Taken 
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together, these two models demonstrate the importance of an individual’s relationships and 

connectedness to their community in producing offender handling outcomes.     

 Model 3 uses the individual characteristics of study participants to predict their 

estimates of target guarding behaviors among members of their community (intervening in a 

mugging).  Notably, home ownership (b = .450, p < .001), length of residence (b = .213, p < 

.01) and being married (b = .213, p < .01) were strong positive predictors of target 

guardianship.  Contrarily, being a victim of crime was again negatively associated (b = -.319, 

p < .001), while the influence of age switched direction from previous models (b = -.008, p < 

.001) with older participants reporting lower estimations of target guarding. Once the process 

measures are included in Model 4 as predictors of target guarding, several variables reduce in 

magnitude and significance, although those that remain statistically significant maintain their 

direction of influence; worth noting is that the influence of prior victimization is reduced to 

non-significance.  All three routine activity dynamics significantly and positively predicted 

target guarding, with the process of relationality (b = .198, p < .001) reducing in strength 

from the previous model, but relativity (b = .068, p < .001) and responsibility (b = .060, p < 

.001) demonstrating larger coefficients.  Summarily, Models 3 and 4 suggest that 

interpersonal relationships, community connectedness, and personal onus are again important 

for influencing target guardianship, with older ages and recent victimization detracting from 

the likelihood of intervention and home ownership encouraging guarding behavior.   

 Model 5 explores the impact of respondents’ individual characteristics on their 

estimations that fellow community members would engage in a place managing behavior 

(intervening in the development of an area brothel).  Participants who were older, as well as 

females, those with dependent children living at home, and home owners reported an 

increased probability of place management intervention.  Including the social process 

measures in Model 6 does not greatly change the individual-level relationships found in the 

previous model, although the variable of foreign-born becomes statistically significant (b = -
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.176, p < .05).  In addition, the routine activity dynamics of relationality (b = .136, p < .001) 

and responsibility (b = .124, p < .001) were statistically significant and in the predicted 

direction, while relativity failed to reach significance at the p = .05 level (b = .027).  These 

findings indicate that both individual characteristics and a larger sense of community 

embeddedness and ownership over local crime problems are influential in a respondent’s 

estimates of how likely their neighbors would be to engage in place management actions.   

 As graphically depicted in Figure 1d, we hypothesized that different social processes 

would be most important for different crime controller actions.  While each process may be 

relevant for all types of crime prevention behaviors, we suggest that some factors matter 

more depending on the outcome.  In comparing Models 2, 4, and 6 from Table 1, this 

hypothesis is moderately supported.  As predicted, the coefficient for relationality is greatest 

for the offender handling model, relativity as a variable is highest for target guarding rather 

than for handling or managing, and responsibility is largest for the place managing dependent 

variable.  The variable of relationality in particular is strongly and positively associated with 

all forms of crime control; however, responsibility was not predictive of offender handling, 

and relativity was not greatly influential over place managing.  Although the models improve 

with the inclusion of the various social process measures, it is evident that there is still a large 

proportion of variation in the outcome variables left to be explained.  We suggest that this 

provides confirmation of the importance of including community characteristics in the 

prediction of the likelihood of residents taking crime control action.  Consequently, we 

estimated a multilevel model that included each suburb’s crime rate and relative 

approximation of social disadvantage; this information was added for each of the three 

estimations of crime controller actions.  An overview of these models can be seen in Table 2.  

 Model 1 of this multi-level series predicts the survey respondent’s estimation that their 

neighbors would engage in offender handling with truanting and loitering youth.  Age was 

positively associated with this outcome, while victimization was associated with a decreased 
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probability of action when neighborhood crime rates and disadvantage are considered.  

Comparable to previous models, the routine activity dynamic of relationality was highly 

predictive of offender handling (b = .183, p < .001), with relativity and responsibility both 

reaching statistical significance but with coefficients of a smaller magnitude.  The suburb’s 

level of socioeconomic advantage was positively significantly associated with the action of 

offender handling, while the community’s crime rate was strongly and negatively influential.  

Survey respondents residing in suburbs with more crime were less likely to estimate that their 

neighbors would intervene in the case of truanting youth.  Approximately 11% of the variance 

in the dependent variable could be attributed to differences between the suburbs, while the 

level-2 variables reduced the error in predicting offender handling by nearly 60%.  

 Model 2 examines the compositional and contextual effects on the dependent variable 

of target guarding.  Again, age was moderately, significantly, and negatively associated with 

the outcome; older respondents were less likely to expect that their neighbors would intervene 

in a mugging.  Home ownership reversed direction and rose to significance from the previous 

model, with those owning their property reporting an increased estimation that fellow 

community members would engage in target guardianship.  All three routine activity 

dynamics reached statistical significance (p < .001).  The inclusion of the level-2 variables 

revealed two notable relationships.  First, the suburb’s crime rate and its association with 

target guardianship estimations reduced substantially in magnitude and significance, although 

the relationship remained negative.  Second, neighborhoods that are more socioeconomically 

advantaged were significantly associated with increased predictions for target guarding.  The 

model information reveals low levels of explained variance (ρ = .052, σ2 = .039) until the 

level-2 covariates are included (Τ = .602).   

 Model 3 explores the impact of individual characteristics, social processes, and 

community characteristics on the crime controller action of place managing (intervening in 

the development of a neighborhood brothel).  Age was significantly predictive, but this time 
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positively, with older respondents estimating a higher likelihood of place management among 

their neighbors.  Female participants and those with dependent children also indicated 

increased probabilities of place managing.  The process of relationality maintained its 

significance but decreased in magnitude; however, relativity reduced to non-significance and 

the routine activity dynamic of responsibility increased in influence (b = .138, p < .001), 

indicating that expectations to help uphold the law and look after community wellness are 

associated with place management action.  Finally, the inclusion of the community 

characteristics mirrored the trend from Model 2.  The crime rate, although negative in 

direction, was not a significant predictor of place managing, yet the SEIFA score was (γ = 

.003, p < .001), revealing that greater socioeconomic advantage in suburbs was associated 

with place management actions intended to reduce crime opportunities.  

 Overall, the multilevel ordered logistic regression models outlined in Table 2 reveal 

comparable relationships between the routine activity dynamics and predicted readiness for 

crime control action as were observed in Table 1: relationality is most predictive of offender 

handling, relativity as a social process variable is most influential in the target guarding 

model, and the responsibility item is most important for the place managing outcome.  Again, 

the 3Rs are all relevant for all three types of crime control behaviors; however, in line with 

our hypothesis, there is moderate support for the idea that some of the social processes are 

more strongly paired with some types of crime control than others.  We also find that certain 

individual characteristics and social dynamics enhance or stymie readiness for action to 

intervene in local crime problems.  However, we further propose that, in accordance with the 

origins of routine activity theory (Cohen and Felson 1979), neighborhood features contribute 

to neighbors’ willingness to intervene (somewhat supported by the moderate values obtained 

in the calculation of the level-2 proportionate reduction in error measures).  Indeed, across all 

types of crime control action, more socially advantaged neighborhoods were more likely to 

report enhanced community intervention.  Yet the crime rate was only significantly 
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negatively associated with target guarding and offender handling, with this latter outcome 

(intervening with truanting and loitering youth) being heavily handicapped by area crime 

trends.  Taken together, we reason that these findings provide initial evidence that context 

matters; individual characteristics, dynamic social processes, and neighborhood conditions 

variably influence different types of crime control action.  

 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

The myriad of crime control programs and theories that focus on crime events and 

seek to reduce crime opportunities (e.g., crime prevention through environmental design, 

problem-oriented policing, situational crime prevention, environmental criminology and 

crime analysis) tend to emphasize immediate and measurable pre-post differences in 

intervention and outcome.  Oftentimes, little interest is paid to the mechanisms and dynamic 

processes that facilitate an observed reduction in crime or disorder (for an exception, see 

Tilley 2009).  Crime control research identifies specific intervention manipulations, such as 

the introduction of target hardening measures, the redressing of broken windows, or the 

leveraged participation of offender handlers or the managers of problematic places (Braga 

and Weisburd 2010; Eck et al. 2010; Eck and Wartell 1998; Madensen 2007; Mazerolle, 

Kadleck, and Roehl 1998; Tillyer 2008; Welsh, Mudge, and Farrington 2010).  Yet these 

efforts explain why victimization or crime decreases rather than how.  

 This paper sought to better understand routine activity theory (RAT) by explicating 

three unique crime prevention mechanisms – relationality, relativity, and responsibility – that 

influence variable crime control actions.  We examined the influences of these “3Rs” while 

theoretically and empirically revisiting how macro variations in crime opportunities 

contextualize these crime prevention mechanisms.  Using the Australian Community 

Capacity Study (ACCS), we assess how the routine activity dynamics explain variations in 

crime control action.  In terms of these 3Rs and their influence on readiness for intervention, 
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we identify three main findings.  First, we find that both relationality and relativity are 

positively and significantly associated with offender handling, demonstrating the importance 

of an individual’s relationships and connectedness to their community for handling actions 

that limit prospective offenders’ access to crime opportunities.  Second, we show that 

interpersonal relationships, community connectedness, and a persons’ sense of responsibility 

are important for influencing target guardianship.  Third, a person’s larger sense of 

community embeddedness and ideas about ownership over local crime problems influences 

how likely they think their neighbors are to engage in place management actions.  We see a 

general trend that all three routine activity dynamics matter for the three types of crime 

control action; however, overall, as predicted, we find that relationality is greatest for 

offender handling, relativity is highest for target guarding, and responsibility is largest for 

place managing.  Put differently, we observed that relationality is most influential in the 

offender handling model, relativity matters most in the target guarding model, and 

responsibility is strongest as a predictor within the place management model.  

Our paper also shows that it may be fruitful to revisit the original presentation of 

routine activity theory.  Although the crime triangle dyads – pairing offenders with handlers, 

targets with guardians, and places with managers – make crime events seem easily avoided 

(i.e., as simple as adding an effective controller to interrupt the merger of the crime event 

elements), we recognize the influence of larger community conditions that impact controller 

availability and action.  Neighborhood conditions direct the social processes that take place 

therein, which then ready or hinder prospective crime controllers toward intervening with 

crime opportunities.  Prospective crime controllers may already be present, but the question 

of whether they are engaged with the potential crime problem (whether they notice, whether 

they are motivated to intervene, which route of action they will take, when they will act, and 

so forth) may be a matter of context (Reynald, 2011a).  As an illustration, our analyses 

demonstrated that a suburb’s crime rate was linearly unrelated to place management action.  
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We speculate that for some residents, high rates of crime may motivate them to do something 

to stymie the development of further crime, while for other residents, high levels of crime 

may produce helplessness or indifference and then inaction.  Hence, community conditions 

shape the social processes that then facilitate the activation and degree of crime control.  As 

initially demonstrated by Cohen and Felson (1979), social-structural conditions influence 

collective perceptions and symbolic processes that are important for crime control action 

(Sampson, 2013).  In examining a community’s capacity to engage in different forms of 

crime opportunity disruption (minimizing pursuit, enhancing risks, and reducing availability; 

see Figure 2), we likewise find evidence that neighborhood features and dynamic social 

routines are important.  

  Notwithstanding our interesting findings, our paper is not without limitations. First, 

we have not addressed the influence of individual motivations, either theoretically or 

empirically.  The ACCS survey does not ask about the specific motivations for why people 

take the actions they do, focusing instead on the different routes participants pursue to 

address crime and disorder (e.g., contacting city council versus phoning the police).  Second, 

we recognize that the ACCS questions were not designed, from the outset, to measure the 

routine activity dynamics that we have modeled in this paper. Whilst we make a strong case 

for why these measures make both theoretical and empirical sense, we recognize that there 

may be better ways to operationalize the 3R constructs outside the constraints of these 

secondary data.  We hope that this initial modest test prompts empirical inquiries that further 

explore our typology of the social processes of crime control.  Third, the Australian data from 

the City of Brisbane is limited in terms of its generalizability to other countries and cities 

around the world.  However, although our study is not a perfect test of our theoretical 

extension of RAT, there is sufficient evidence to suggest that there are different forms of 

crime control action, and that individual factors, social processes, and community 

characteristics are variably associated with each type.   
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 One of our central goals of this paper was to bring a greater theoretical understanding 

around the processes of crime control than what we currently know from the extant literature.  

We conclude that offender handling, target guarding, and place managing are different 

outcomes, operate through different social processes, and that these associations do not 

unfold in a vacuum.  Rather, these dynamics are deeply embedded within the social fabric of 

communities, and as such, individual actions are influenced by these contexts.  Moreover, 

crime control processes vary, but not on a present-absent dichotomy as is often articulated in 

many studies of routine activity theory.  Alternatively, our study finds that these 3Rs vary on 

a continuum and according to different types of crime opportunities. We suggest the 

importance of paying attention to the macro context originally espoused in RAT and the need 

to develop a deeper theoretical appreciation for the various social processes that trigger these 

different crime control actions.   
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Individual Characteristics
     Age .009 (.002) *** .008 (.002) *** -.008 (.002) *** -.010 (.003) *** .010 (.002) *** .009 (.002) ***
     Gender .346 (.058) *** .347 (.060) *** .037 (.061) -.016 (.063) .552 (.060) *** .505 (.062) ***
     Foreign-born .113 (.064) † .028 (.067) .074 (.068) -.012 (.071) -.096 (.067) -.176 (.070) *
     Marital status .182 (.064) ** .138 (.067) * .213 (.067) ** .158 (.071) * .058 (.066) .011 (.069)
     Dependent children .169 (.070) * -.063 (.072) .121 (.074) .031 (.076) .291 (.072) *** .229 (.075) **
     Education .279 (.058) *** .290 (.060) *** .043 (.061) -.002 (.064) -.009 (.060) -.024 (.063)
     Home ownership .191 (.092) * .079 (.096) .450 (.096) *** .341 (.101) ** .324 (.093) *** .244 (.098) *
     Length of residence .242 (.073) *** .139 (.075) † .256 (.077) *** .152 (.080) † .087 (.075) -.017 (.078)
     Past victimization -.424 (.079) *** -.241 (.081) ** -.319 (.083) *** -.133 (.086) -.129 (.081) .025 (.084)
Routine Activity Dynamics
     Relationality .210 (.012) *** .198 (.013) *** .136 (.012) ***
     Relativity .046 (.014) ** .068 (.015) *** .027 (.015) †

     Responsibility .023 (.016) .060 (.017) *** .124 (.017) ***
Model Information
     Intercept1 -1.067 (.159) *** 2.227 (.317) *** -3.715 (.202) *** .032 (.352) -2.605 (.188) *** 1.148 (.348) ***
     Intercept2 .917 (.156) *** 4.358 (.320) *** -1.688 (.169) *** 2.116 (.336) *** -.672 (.163) *** 3.163 (.336) ***
     Intercept3 1.157 (.156) *** 4.623 (.321) *** -1.211 (.168) *** 2.631 (.336) *** -.105 (.162) 3.760 (.337) ***
     Intercept4 2.707 (.161) *** 6.309 (.328) *** 1.237 (.168) *** 5.341 (.345) *** 1.419 (.164) *** 5.364 (.342) ***
     Log likelihood -8660.124 -10727.199 -7128.258 -8604.379 -7517.710 -9441.396
     Model χ2 169.061 *** 652.248 *** 98.916 *** 545.943 *** 148.341 *** 414.396 ***
     Nagelkerke R 2 .042 .160 .026 .142 .038 .108

† p  < .10; * p  < .05; ** p  < .01; *** p  < .001

                   Table 1: Multivariate Ordinal Regression Predicting Readiness for Crime Control Action           

Model 1:                
Offender Handling

Model 2:                
Offender Handling

Model 3:                
Target Guarding

Model 4:                
Target Guarding

Model 5:                
Place Managing

Model 6:                
Place Managing
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Individual Characteristics
     Age .009 (.002) *** -.010 (.003) *** .009 (.003) ***
     Gender .363 (.061) *** -.015 (.064) .520 (.063) ***
     Foreign-born .001 (.069) -.026 (.072 -.170 (.072) *
     Marital status .058 (.069) .096 (.072) -.058 (.072)
     Dependent children .102 (.073) .042 (.076) .225 (.076) **
     Education .181 (.062) ** -.069 (.065) -.104 (.065)
     Home ownership -.047 (.098) .236 (.103) * .130 (.101)
     Length of residence .109 (.076) .140 (.080) † -.018 (.080)
     Past victimization -.148 (.083) † -.088 (.088) .071 (.086)
Routine Activity Dynamics
     Relationality .183 (.013) *** .179 (.013) *** .117 (.013) ***
     Relativity .042 (.014) ** .070 (.015) *** .026 (.015) †

     Responsibility .039 (.017) * .067 (.017) *** .138 (.018) ***
Community Characteristics
     Crime rate -.379 (.069) *** -.133 (.057) * -.108 (.071)
     SEIFA score .003 (.001) *** .002 (.000) *** .003 (.001) ***
Model Information
     Intercept1 3.324 (.756) *** 1.841 (.641) ** 3.765 (.769) ***
     Intercept2 5.513 (.759) *** 3.938 (.635) *** 5.799 (.765) ***
     Intercept3 5.792 (.759) *** 4.454 (.635) *** 6.411 (.766) ***
     Intercept4 7.555 (.763) *** 7.190 (.643) *** 8.067 (.771) ***
     Log likelihood -5288.529 -4277.887 -4675.3022
     Wald χ2 605.59 *** 560.08 *** 407.58 ***
     Likelihood-ratio test 26.86 *** 0.95 17.27 ***
     ρ ( Intra-class correlation coefficient) .111 .052 .066
     σ 2 (Level-1 PRE) .049 .039 .021
     Τ  (Level-2 PRE) .598 .602 .488

† p  < .10; * p  < .05; ** p  < .01; *** p  < .001

                   Table 2: Multilevel Mixed-Effects Ordinal Regression Predicting Readiness for Crime Control Action                   

Model 1:                
Offender Handling

Model 2:                
Target Guarding

Model 3:                
Place Managing
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